
Daniel

if you oh.... t. do is, but it is very ip.rtant to keep that principle is
kJ-C1t-

mind. Don't be dogmatic where it is not stated absolutely

New let'. leek at ch. 8. (.apter 6 In not one of the beat known chapters in

Daniel. It is certainly net one if the most obscure by any means. you night say

it is one if the clearest in Daniel. t4/jd fI,4r dies

not ha" suck that dials with events thousand* of years after Daniel 5 time. It

deals more with events in the next few centuries. These next few centuries are

extremely important to Daniel and they are important in every one .1' the chapters

if the prophecy that Daniel gives. S. t. understand and knew about these centuries

is tremendously helpful in understanding what it deals with in things that are yet

future, S. we leek at oh. 8 and we find in the first place that it is clearly

dated. In Us third year if the reign if king Neishasnar a vision appeared wit.

lhsiel.5Asd be say.N*nd I saw is a vision and it cane to pass when I saw I was is
Shushan
Susa in a palace in the province if Elan; and I saw in a vision, and I was by the

river .Z U1si. New this is dated then in the reign if lelihassar. New just% t.

rewind you if the precise situation, there was -- We have on the map up here

you can see the region if Mesopotamia which was a. important in ancient tines.

It was called Mesopotamia because it was the region between the two rivers - the

____ oi
Tigris and the Euphrates rivers. Is the End millennium L C. this city Hinevak here

IC
became a great city. And this area around here C'/ C) became a center from

which armies west out all ever this direction and eanquered different areas and it

teak the Northern Kingdom if Israel and carried then away captive. But they did not
end

conquer this area ever here except at very near the if the Assyrian ire they

conquered a part of it far a brief time. Then this grt. Assyrian Empire that hulks

very large is such of the OT was succeeded by an empire that had its headquarters
by s

here Is Babylon. The ""lo that spike the same language as the Assyrians though a
gland

different dialect, differing about like the average speech in %4J%4$ differs from

the average speech in this country. But the writing system differ, very materially.

And these Nabylsaaias. starting is 6014 EC.. they overcame this re4lan is 606, I

believe it was, they destroyed %%/ them, and about 605 . 6014 they got control of all

this area.
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